Literary tradition in Malaysia middle/high school from the very beginning to the era of Literary Component in Malay language (Komsas) plays a big role in shaping the intellectuality of student's mindset. It is carried out by introducing novels around the Archipelago that corresponds to time and issues, without leaving the main theme of universal humanity. These themes have not changed. That is the purpose of literature subjects being introduced in school. Since the 70s, students in Malaysia have been exposed to Indonesian 'heavy' novels such as Di bawah Lindungan Kaabah by HAMKA, Salah Asuhan by Abdul Moeis, followed by Atheis by Achdiat Karta Mihardja and
Introduction
Literature plays an important role interpreting culture in Malaysia and Indonesia. Both countries and nations share many intrinsic similarities due to geographical location.
Through literature valuable lessons can be gained, moral lesson can be learned along with high aesthetic values.
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Objective
1. This paper aims to discuss literary literacy in Malaysia. This would answer how literature relates balance sustainability to human beings not only to tend to technical but psychological matters are also important to produce a balanced human being as envisioned by the philosophy of national education ( Kementerian Pelajaran Malaysia).
2. To discuss that Indonesia literary works have given its contributions to Malaysian education.
Limitation
The discussions of this paper are limited to a selected works produced by some great authors from Indonesia, meaning this study only select few Indonesian novels that ever used or studied at school level in Malaysia. This paper also does not apply the complicated literary theory in discussing the selected novels. But I have to admit that I cannot avoid "close reading approach" (Generally anyone who studies literary knows this) in discussing the novels.
Literature Review
Education system
Malaysian education system at one time was separated into two main streams, namely art stream and science stream. Students entering the art stream will have the opportunity to analyze the novels from Indonesia and local writers as well. The inclusion of literary subjects introduces to the middle and high school students with emotion, positive attitude and building dynamic intellectuals.
Literary works and great writers
To fulfill the requirement from the ministry of education aspiration promptly, the literature committee for Malaysian school to include some great novels from Indonesia.
Among the great writers from Indonesia who are introduced to high school students in Malaysia are Hamka, Abdoel Moeis, Achdiat Karta Mihardja and Pramoedya Ananta Toer.
• Hamka is known through his famous works sas Tenggelamnya Kapal Van Der Wijck and Di Bawah Lindungan Kaabah.
• Abdoel Moeis through his work Salah Asuhan
• Achdiat Karta Mihardja through his work Atheis
• Promoedya Anantatoer through his works such as Keluarga Gerilya dan Bumi
Manusia.
These works are read by most art stream pre-university students in Malaysia. As we understood reading literary works is not a kind of reading to fill our free time. These works are analyzed and study either in terms of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Students have gained a lot of valuable messages from the great work of these Indonesia writers.
Discussion
Values and massages
Without applying any literary theory, it is hard to digest the moral values and messages at the school level. But somehow students are considered as novice readers able to learn the values and messages presented by writers. From Hamka's works such as Tenggelamnya Kapal Van Der Wijck many lessons we could learn, among them well suited to the souls of young people such as the philosophy of love.
The love is expressed through this story is so meaningful, sweet, and exciting. It depicts not an ordinary love; it was not just a love between two souls. It is love born out of the realization that love is from of God that needs to be guarded, nurtured and sown in every soul. This concept of God's gift will not be the same as the false love or the lusty love. The studies made on these novels are simples. This is due to the paper is only intended to share some information that literary literacy and works from Indonesian 
Suggestion
Literature works/products need to be preserved by both countries. Need not to drag it into a debate regarding political boundaries of the country. A huge loss awaits us all if it is not maintained properly. History of literature and culture in both countries are also important as it is our roots. If these two governments recognize these, it will expand AICLL the opportunities for new scholars to carry on doing a research and contributing new ideas in the field of literature in this region.
Besides science and technology, the ministry of education must not ignore literary subjects in the national education system. This is because:
Through Malay literary subjects, students need to have the skills to peer and review various aspects of literature as well as writing literary works. In fact, students are able to master higher language skills because they understand the elements of the mind and the connotative connotations of the mind. 
Conclusions
In conclusion, it has been proven through literary works produced by great authors/writers have contribute peaceful and harmonious to both countries that we live in. It is undeniable that the media from both countries sometimes sensationalize the differences when there are misconceptions in some issues or cases. But we still work uses wisdom in solving the problem and maintain the healthy atmosphere.
